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KTS’s investment process
• Before we start our weekly analysis we would like to “spend a few words” on how to avoid emotional investing.
• First of all, we would like to express our most profound pain for the Russia-Ukraine situation. KTS team and company is
particularly suffering, having dearest friends in Ukraine and Russia. We are in constant contact with our friends and we definitely
recognize the humanitarian disaster. We pray for the best and fastest outcome, hoping for the common sense of policymakers
and leaders. Insanity would lead to the third world war and we all know the potential consequences!
• But we have to admit, that our weekly report is the base for our investment analysis, which is leading to our final investment
decisions. Therefore we have to clearly separate, what is our personal faith, to the reality of any event. We would like also to cite
an assertion of Flossbach’s PM, Mr. Lipowski: “Portfolio managers are primarily responsible for client’s money and not for
their own ego. It is not really our job to make personal judgements about decision or developments. Rather, it is to observe news
or events and anticipate possible effects, to form scenarios and to make decisions in the interest of investors.”
• The key to reach an efficient market analysis is the selection of the right source of information. Nowadays we have the fastest
mainstream in history, but unfortunately people are literally “bombarded” from unserious and unfounded information, which, at the
end of the day, leads to misinformation and the majority of the population is not taking the time to analyze the reliability of news.
KTS’s daily effort is to collect information on facts from reliable sources.
• We would like to mention an interview with Mr. Julian Assange, who asserts, that nearly every war that has started in
the past 50 years has been a result of media lies! The following link of 2min interview is worth listening:
• h t t p s : / / w w w. l i n k e d i n . c o m / p o s t s / s t e v e v a n h e r r e w e g h e _ o u r - n u m b e r - o n e - e n e m y - i s - i g n o r a n c e - j u l i a n activity-6904032977479970816-Z-Ql
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KTS’s investment process
• Once we believe to have valid information, which have being double checked from multiple channels, the next important step of
our investment process is to map facts and statistics in order to have a clearer picture of what is really going on.
• In order to be able to execute an impeccable investment analysis, we have to be able to separate our personal emotions, faith,
beliefs and politics from facts and basically start to complete the “puzzle” as much as possible analyzing the various repercussions
on the global economic and on our investments in the portfolio. It is also of fundamental importance to step back from the
emotional state on a certain event and focus rationally on the longer term.
• Sometime, such analysis sounds too “cold”, but this is the only way to keep the right discipline in order to keep the right
professional focus.
• As all our clients know, KTS team is always open for deeper bilateral conversation on events and facts.
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Ukraine
• The first and second round of talks between Russia and Ukraine ended. Russia is stressing out that Ukraine must include a
promise that Ukraine will demilitarize and wants to discuss Ukraine adopting a neutral status, abandoning its ambitions of joining
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). At least on the second round, Russia and Ukraine achieved an understanding on
the issue of joint establishment of humanitarian corridors for evacuation of civilians and a temporary ceasefire is possible during
the evacuation. A third round of negotiation will take place soon. As predicted, negotiations take time, but as long as the dialogue
is open, we can perceive the willingness of leaders to reach an agreement, in fact, Mr. Zelensky wants to talk directly to Mr. Putin.
• Most of market participants are still expecting a solution from diplomatic talks. Equity markets were reacting consequently
th
up to Friday morning, the 4 of March, when the world almost averted a nuclear catastrophe as the Europe’s largest nuclear power
plant in Ukraine was bombed from the side of Russia and took control.
• Market participants are guessing that China is presumably urging these talks and most probably is the only country that can
broker this process of peace as it has already happened with Iran and North Korea. Mr. Yardeni asserts: Mr. Putin may believe he
doesn’t need the rest of the world, but the rest of the world needs his oil and gas, however, the Chinese need the rest of the
world more than ever. The US and Europe currently account for 17.8% and 15.1% of China’s exports. Chinese officials started
to change their tone about the war. We do not know exactly, what Mr. Putin and Mr. Xi Jinping bespoken, a few hours before the
opening of the Olympic games back in February, but now Chinese authorities announced in an official statement to be “extremely
concerned about the harm” to Ukrainian civilians and that China looked forward to playing a role in realizing a ceasefire.
Some market participants are speculating, that China initially allowed Mr. Putin to attack in order to analyze international reactions
and consequences and now also China knows, what it would mean to invade Taiwan.
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Ukraine
• Additionally, the Chinese President Mr. Xi Jinping has spent much of the past decade focusing on stability, but he is now facing
more crises than ever, both at home and abroad. The economy is being dragged down to its weakest growth in more than 3
decades, the housing market is in crisis, with mounting defaults and a crackdown on the country’s biggest technology companies
has scared off investors. And now Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is forcing China to reassess its support for Mr. Putin.
• Mr. Xi will face such problems at the National People’s Congress, when around 3’000 delegates meet in Beĳing from
th
Saturday, the 5 of March 2022, for China’s annual legislative meetings (so called NPC). For this reason, China has urged a
quick and peaceful conclusion to the Ukraine crisis. Mr. Putin is not in the position to also have China against Russia.
• Apparently, the biggest problem for Russia in the march to Kiev appears to be logistics. In addition to absence of air superiority
and poor morale of Russian soldiers. Apparently according to experts, Russian tanks are old and useless. Russia has amassed
up to 190k troops and could double up the size if needed, but they fully underestimated Ukraine’s resistance.This is actually
coherent with last week’s assertions from military experts, that such massive invasion can only last 3-4 days. Videos showing
Russian soldiers with no food since 4 days or forced to eat 10 year old food! With Russia running out of time, even if Mr. Putin
is asserting that everything is moving as planned; we have more hope that the diplomatic dialogue is going to be faster than
expected and both sides have all the interests to find an agreement as soon as possible.
• Especially because, once again, everyone is focussed on financial repercussions on Russia and no one is discussing the
financial situation of the government of Ukraine: bonds of the State Ukraine lost 80% or more, so who is going to invest in the
near future into Ukraine?
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Ukraine
• Meanwhile the Russian central bank has decided not to pay interest on bonds worth USD 29 bn, therefore the Russian bonds
are technically in default. It does not matter what is going to happen in the near future, Russia will face much higher risk
premium from investors in case the country would be ever able to issue new bonds.
• The Ukrainian President Zelensky had a 8 min speech at the European Parliament asking for support and the inclusion of Ukraine
to EU. The inclusion of Ukraine into EU is most probably not a condition that Russia is going to accept!? The speech was very
emotional, we attach the link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IycwCjg4f8Y
• BCA research has two very interesting points on why we will not experience an escalation. First of all, US and Russia have 73
years of experience on how to avoid direct war. But secondly and most importantly, US and EU are levying sweeping sanctions
without involving the energy sector in order to avoid a recession in Europe, which would weaken European political leaders
and most probably fall from power in the coming years, if there were a full-scale energy crisis.
• We would like to add, that also Mr. Ray Dalio asserts, the sanctions have been designed to minimize economic harm to
Europe and US and not hit Russia hard enough to cause big retaliations. We tend to agree and we also believe that
European nations will leverage Russian aggression to strengthen their popular support at home and gain time to diversify from
Russian energy. Meanwhile, China will consolidate power at home and strengthen ties with Russia. Those are good short term
news, but long term, as argued, a strong China/Russia “bloc” also means higher risk for war over Taiwan in a medium to
long term. Even as explained, we believe on the short term, China has enough internal problems, to do not be interested in the
worsening of international geopolitical tensions.
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Ukraine
• But investors have already started hedging against Taiwan’s risk, in fact a war in Taiwan would have stronger repercussions on
the global economy and equity markets would react strongly on such event. Once again, the only way to protect ourselves from
such geopolitical risks is to focus on strategies which are including constant hedges in order to limit the downside.
Hedges are costly, but of necessary importance in order to overcome such shocks. In fact, if unprepared, emotional reactions are
going to overcome rationality with fatal long term consequences. It is so called behavior of finance or better, “buy high, sell low”.
• Mr. Ray Dalio argues further that at NATO / Russia level, this war will be more like a negotiated exchange than an out-of-control
war, so it won’t disrupt much of anything beyond Ukraine and Russia.
• We would argue, that such manageable sanctions with the combination that the diplomatic dialogue is ongoing, should be
sufficient reasons for Mr. Putin, to stop thinking of “pressing the nuclear button” as some media are writing. At this stage, it is still
most probably a wish than a certainty, but thinking rationally, we can not see any advantages with a third world war for any
country and any government. Contrarily to Russia and China, western governments are elected on average every 4 years! But
even Mr. Putin is most probably not protected at “home”, if he would think to “press the nuclear button”. Meanwhile many
Russian billionaires are moving their luxury superyachts to avoid having them seized to Maldives or Montenegro and are trying to
safeguard also assets abroad. Mr. Abramovich for example, is selling his USD 275 mio London mansion, but most importantly he
is selling the UK football club Chelsea and he is going to donate the profit to Ukraine. Respect to Mr. Abramovich. We
believe, that Mr. Putin weakened tremendously his position internally and the risk of a replacement is higher every day
passing by, especially with the multiple daily civilian casualties in Ukraine due to the war. A replacement of Mr. Putin would have
a substantial positive impact on equity market on the short term.
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Ukraine
• Market participants mostly only focus on the repercussion of sanctions on the energy sector for Europe. Many others find
shameful the behavior of European politicians on the weak sanctions to Russia. But it is not a coincidence, sanctions are weak.
In fact, there are many other sectors, where European countries could suffer. For example Italian exports to Russia: apparently
there are 375 million EUR in wine export at risk. But not only wine: Cheese, ham, fashion, etc. Apparently for a total of EUR 20
billion. For Germany of course sanctions are a problem for example for car manufactures, but also many other exporters
like Adidas for example. As we can notice, the DAX index is correcting more than the S&P 500 Index and Europe had the highest
equity outflow since 2017!
• Many European banks (Raiffeisen Intl, Societe General, Unicredit, Credit Agricole, KBC, Intesa Sanpaolo and ING) have a high
exposure to Russia. Societe General is rather assuring that the impact on Russian operations going to have only 50bps impact.
• Swiss Banks have a substantial exposure to Russian oligarchs and Switzerland basically gave up neutrality in order to apply
international sanctions. At the moment, there is a lot of confusion and the real victims are Russian citizens, but unfortunately also
Ukrainian citizens, which does not have anything to do with such geopolitical tensions, but due to the general confusion are also
affected.
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Ukraine
• BP wants to sell its 20% stake in the Russian state-owned oil and gas producer Rosneft. Most probably the buyer is going to be
a Chinese company? And Gazprom has just signed an agreement to develop a natural gas pipeline to China via Mongolia,
meanwhile the operator of Nord Stream 2 filed for bankruptcy and fired all employees in Switzerland!
• Newly imposed sanctions will not only cut off the 2 main Russian retail Banks Sberbank and VTB, but also the Russian central
bank, which had to increase interest rates from 9.5% to 20% having the RUB collapsing. Sberbank lost 70% of this value,
Gazprom around 40% in a single day on the London stock exchange. Market participants are explaining that Russian banks will
probably rely on the CIPS, China’s Cross-Border Inter-Bank payment System. This payment system offers clearing and
settlement services for its participants in cross-border yuan trades.
• One very important mission of Russia during the attack, was to restore water flow to the canal linking Ukraine River with
Crimea. This was an enormous issue and dispute for Russia before the attack, because the canal was supplying 85% of the
peninsula’s fresh water needs, before the cut off back in 2014.
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The world has changed
• The CIO of the Syz Group, Mr. Charles-Henry Monchau, issued an interesting research basically asserting KTS’ long term
repercussions of last weekly report.
• Mr. Monchau thinks that China and Russia aim at weakening the US hegemony and the reign of the greenback (the USD
currency). The tragic invasion of Ukraine could be seen as one step in a long-term process. Basically the long-standing US
supremacy is under pressures and the USD is being questioned as an absolute reference for global trade, and flexing its military
muscles seems to be less intimidating than it once was.
• The CIO of the Syz Group argues, that a few hours before the opening night of the Winter Olympics in Beĳing, a major event went
almost unnoticed. Mr. Putin and Mr. Xi Ping issued an extraordinary joint declaration, promising that their cooperation would be
“superior” to that forged between the two countries during the Cold War. This includes armaments and defense policy. China now
supports Russia’s demand to stop NATO enlargement. Russia supports China’s claim to Taiwan.
• Their joint statement is also a manifesto calling on the US to recognize that it is no longer the world’s policeman. The world has
changed, they say. Russia and China must be respected as “global powers” that can dictate what happens in their own backyard.
• Mr. Monchau continues: the confrontation with the Western world, and primarily the US, is not just geopolitical. Indeed, the two
allies of circumstance have engaged in an economic war with the US, through control of the global supply chain and energy prices.
By accumulating gold and dumping US Treasuries, they are trying to strip the USD of its status as a reserve currency, of which
the US government abused its privilege accumulating massive debts, creating rampant inflation as it exited the Covid-19 crisis
and paying back its creditors in devalued dollars. As explained in our last report, KTS is reducing the USD exposure and we
hold on our long term investment in gold, as also special metals via the best-in-class fund Bakersteel Electrum.
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The world has changed
• We tried to search in Google, which countries were not joining sanctions against Russia, but there is no way to double check.
• We are reading, that BRICS (Brazil, India, China, South Africa), which count 41% of the worldwide population, are not joining
sanctions again Russia. In addition to OSC (Belarus, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Armenia, Kirghizistan), Azerbaĳan, Moldova and
surprisingly also Georgia. Also many Latin American countries: Mexico, Argentina, Venezuela, Colombia, Cuba, Nicaragua, Chile
(biggest producer of Lithium). From middle East: Syria, Turkey, Egypt, Iraq and Iran. Also Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Montenegro. Finally also the EU member Hungary. Market participants are not surprised, being such countries on the list of “US
enemies”.
• The reaction of the investment community is more questioning the role of the US treasuries and the USD. If China has USD 1
trillion in US treasury bonds, but US suddenly is saying, as it happened now with Russia, that China can not have access to those
bonds, what is the reaction of China?
• Or India has as custodian JPM holding FX reserves in US treasuries and the gold by the BOE and being on the wrong side of the
history, India can not access their own hard earned reserves?
• Also the Wall Street Journal is questioning, sanctions have shown that currency reserves accumulated by central banks
can be taken away, with China taking note, this may reshape geopolitics, economic management and even the international
role of the USD.
• Implications on the long term is a massive change in the reserves composition going forward! As explained in our last
report, long term KTS sees a weaker USD. Gold is most probably the only real safe haven worldwide.
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Market sentiment
• We have already analyzed last week how market sentiment is
extremely depressed. We would like to add some new data.
• According to Mr. Paolo Calcinari Ansidei, the volume of put
options is now higher than during the pandemic, in March
2020. Normally such high level of open interest in put options is
bullish for equity markets as a contrarian indicator.
• The same for the average Bull-Bear spread of investors
intelligence AAII: the levels is the same extreme negative as
March 2020, the equity market’ lows at the Covid19
pandemic.
• The short interest on Nasdaq 100 etf QQQ is at the highest
level since 2018 and is even higher than in March 2000.
Therefore any positive news on the ongoing diplomatic
dialogue could cause a short squeeze.
• The Biotech sector is performing the worst since 2001!
Strangely enough, retail investors are dumping biotech stocks.
BCA research has just issued a buy research for the biotech
sector, which has the greatest discount ever.

Highest open interest put option volume
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Market sentiment
• Statistics show that since 1998, whenever investors got this bearish, 1year forward returns were positive 69% of the time, with a
median gain of 21.6%. Albeit for the 31% of cases where returns were negative, the average loss was -24% and worst was -39%.
Therefore we can assert that market is at an extremely depressed sentiment, but everything depends on the final but
unpredictable result of the ongoing diplomatic dialogue. We still believe Russia and Ukraine are going to reach a partial agreement
on the short term, in order to reach at least a ceasefire.
• Other historical statistics from 1971 on market corrections without a recession show, that sizable market pullbacks as today within
the confines of a bull market, have been good times to add equities, with equities rising 17% 6 months after and 23% a year later.
• We would also like to mention that the SEC is proposing new rules requiring short-sellers to disclose their positions on a
monthly basis and the final idea is to have the large short positions available to the public on a daily basis. It is getting more
difficult to short single stocks and this actually supports equity markets on the upside. On the other side, we are in discussion with
our Long/short best-in-class fund Alkeon on their strategy’ repercussions. For the moment, such new rules are still far from being
implemented.
• Analyzing the correlation between the investor sentiment vs. economic sentiment, at the moment investors are
disconnecting from the economic sentiment. Equity markets are clearly discounting a dramatic recession, which is going to
happen if the situation is going to escalate. Meanwhile unemployment claims in US were better than expected, indicating a
better economy. Due to the geopolitical sanctions, the FED also has again a dovish tone, having Mr. Powell announcing to be
inclined to support a 25bp hike this month, reducing concerns about the potential for a more aggressive path. But we also have
nd
to admit, that the ISM services had the 2 worst negative surprise vs. estimates since the GFC!
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Market sentiment
• The ISM services PMI index leads corporate margins by 6-months, therefore the macro signal is suggesting a major contraction
in corporate fundamentals still ahead of us. Therefore we have in fact already fundamentals disruptions of global economy
due to the Russia-Ukraine conflict and any market rebound has to be most probably traded.
• We are very surprised to read that hedge funds are bullish and they have increased their equity’ positions in the S&P 500
Index. The net long positioning is the highest since October 2018. This is impressive and honestly unexplainable. Hedge funds
are traders and at the moment geopolitical instability is just too high to justify such HFs positioning.
• Not only HF were buying in the dips. According to BofA statistics, courtesy Syz Group, also Ultra wealthy investors stated to
buy in dips with inflows into US equities of USD 4.6 billion.
• Meanwhile the liquidity on the S&P 500 futures market (mini contract) remains at its lowest level in years, such as in
March 2020 and early 2019. It is a sign of the investment community awaiting for the right triggers to act.
• The technical model of Mr. Yardeni based on the Bull-Bear Ratio (BBR) gave a screaming buy signal this week. Normally the
BBR had historically a very good record on calling bottoms in the S&P 500 Index. However Mr. Yardeni is arguing, the buying
bargains makes sense for long-term investors. Mr. Yardeni agrees with other market participants, that geopolitical shocks are not
that meaningful to the factors that drive markets. What drives equity prices are increased corporate revenue and profit and the
typical geopolitical even isn’t big enough to change those very much. The dilemma this time is the impact of the Ukraine crisis
on commodity prices, which are pushing the high inflation even higher.
• Meanwhile, US share buybacks in February 2022 are at new high with USD 238 billion!
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Lithium worldwide production by country (1995-2020)
• We were reading an interesting research, courtesy Mr. James
W., on lithium, or so called “white gold”.
• As we can notice, Australia is the major producer with 40k
tonnes a year, followed by Chile with 20’600 t/y, China with 14k
t/y, Argentina 6’200, Brazil 1’900, Zimbabwe 1’200, US 900,
Portugal 900 and rest of the World 500 for a total global
production worldwide of 86’300.
• Chile owns the most important Lithium’ reserves with 9.2
million tonnes or 48.5% of the identified reserves worldwide,
followed by Australia with 4.7m (24.8% shares of global
reserves), Argentina 1.9m (10%), China 1.5m (7.9%) and US
0.8m (4%).
• Since 2015 global lithium production has, on average, grown
by 27% annually, but even if global EV sales more than doubled
in 21, EV market share is only 8.6% worldwide. Therefore S&P
global forecast a global lithium demand of 2 million tonnes
a year for 2030, an increase of 2’200% from 2020 levels. We
feel comfortable with our investment into Bakersteel Electrum.

Picture Title
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US machinery orders
• The chart on the right hand side, courtesy Mr. Yardeni shows
the massive increase in machinery orders.
• As we always argued, the chronic labor shortages are
forcing companies to increase their spending on efficiency
and higher productivity.
• This is a good sign for the global economy, on one side there
is finally higher capex and capital spending, on the other side
we will have a better supply chain and therefore lower inflation.
• Additionally on the long term, higher productivity is going to
reduce pressure from workforce gap.

Source: Yardeni
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Oil price
• The oil price is back to the levels of the Crimea’s crisis.
• Market participants are apparently still relaxed on the oil price’s
spike, because the general opinion is, such spikes follows
certain patterns. In fact, such sharp up moves usually is
followed by down moves within months, not years.
• The focus is also on petro-nations’ meetings and if they live up
to their pledge of being responsible oil market guardians.
• In addition, there is still the potential finalization of the USIran agreement.
• Having all European oil companies cancelling and stopping JV
with Russian companies, the “Ural oil” is offered by traders with
USD 18.6 discount at the spot market. This is a proof, also that
the Chinese are doing their own interests and are not “running”
to support the price of Russian oil.
• Even we would expect the oil price to partially correct, the
S&P 500 energy sector weight only 3.7% of the S&P 500
and used to be 14%, therefore there is still upside potential.
Oil price spike reached extreme levels
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Oil price
• The chart on the left hand side, courtesy Pictet, is showing the relationship between the oil price and economic recessions. An
oil price higher of 100 USD coincide with a possible recession. Therefore market participants are again talking about stagflation.
As explained in the previous page, we expect US to finalize the nuclear deal with Iran. China can buy discounted oil from Russia
and Venezuela, but Europe is the real dilemma!
• Europe natural gas futures rise to record high. Energy price variation accounted for more than 50% of last year jump in
inflation. Europe is now at high risk of stagflation! In addition the price of food is still increasing and reserves of wheat are falling
rapidly. Europe needs to find a compromise as soon as possible, more than US and China, in order to avoid a dramatic
inflation and Russia has not stopped the delivery of gas yet! Europe is also running out of time.
• The oil price reached extreme levels from his 200week moving average, like 2008 and 1990: both times the price corrected!

According to Pictet: prices over 100 Usd are a cause of recession

Spread from 200w mov av: 2008, 1990 invasion Kuwait. Source: Ansidei
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US inflation: how much is transitory, how much is permanent?

UBS expects, as many other market participants, inflation to fall
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General news
• We were reading a research of Charles Schwab based on a chart of the Ministry of National Defense of Taiwan, that Chinese
military aircraft entering Taiwan airspace is happening on a daily basis, therefore there is no reason to worry, contrarily to
what media said last week.
• As a consequence of the conflict Russia-Ukraine, US announced to reduce dependency from foreign oil and gas, but
doesn’t want to increase American gas and oil production. Other countries are following. Theses are a good news for all
alternative energy sources and our special situation GEVO US.
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General news on cryptos
• During the conflict between Russia and Ukraine, crypto assets have been used on both sides for different purposes. On the one
hand, they have been used in Ukraine as a mean for fundraising for humanitarian support as well as direct government financial
support.
• On the other hand, Russian rouble denominated Bitcoin trading volumes have spiked recently, suggesting that cryptos may be
used as a mean to transfer value at a time when transacting through the traditional financial system has become restricted due
to recently imposed sanctions and now also the new ban of Mr. Putin for Russian citizens, not being allowed to send out capital
form the country.
• Market participants are rightly arguing that decentralization is helping in distressed situations, but most probably will also cause
authorities to ask for more regulations on digital assets. For this reason, at the moment gold reacted as a better hedge
than cryptos currencies. Basically if the cryptos space wants to have real institutional money involved, you need a better
regulations.
• Meanwhile we are reading, that Google launches its blockchain division.
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Reasons to sell from 1950

This chart helps on a longer term view: despite wars, crisis and various catastrophes, equity markets had a tremendous run
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Geopolitical shocks: usually only short-term effects on the stock market

Source: UBS
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Military spending around the world
• Germany was always against increasing military spending vs
GDP, but after the invasion of Ukraine, Germany decided to
increase defense spending to 2% of GDP going forward vs
historical 1.5% .
• Stocks like Rheinmetall AG increased 30% on the news.
• Germany had also nominated Ms. Christine Lambrecht, a leftleaning Social Democrat, as Defense Minister showing the
willingness to be more diplomatic on international level and to
guarantee peace in the world, even if German troops believe,
Ms. Lambrecht will face difficulties on her tasks, being
unexperienced.
• The top 9 after US are spending USD 703.6 billion combined a
year vs USD 778 billion of US alone.

Picture Title
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DISCLAIMER

This report has been prepared by KTS Capital Management AG (“KTS”) / VICTRIX AG (“VICTRIX”) and is intended
for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or an invitation by, or on behalf of, KTS/VICTRIX to
make any investments. Opinions and comments reflect the current view of The Investment Team of KTS/VICTRIX
and not that one of a third party. We assumes no obligation to ensure that other such publications are brought to the
attention of any recipient of this publication. Investments in the asset classes mentioned in this publication may not
be suitable for all recipients. This publication has been prepared without taking into account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular investor. Before entering into a transaction, the investor should consider
the suitability of the transaction to his individual circumstances and objectives. This publication does not constitute
investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or
appropriate for individual circumstances, or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation for any specific
investor. We recommends that investors assess the specific financial risks as well as legal, regulatory, credit, tax and
accounting consequences with a professional advisor. The information and data herein are obtained from sources
believed to be reliable but no guarantee can be made that the information is accurate or complete.
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